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Abstract
In simulation studies in the physics literature, there is only one pair of graphs which have
site and bond percolation critical probability estimates in the opposite order. We prove that
this phenomenon does occur, by constructing an in/nite collection of two-dimensional in/nite
graphs G(n) with the property. The construction will produce such a sequence of graphs in any
dimension d¿ 2.
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1. Percolation models
Consider an in/nite locally-/nite connected graph G. In the bond (respectively, site)
percolation model on G, each edge (respectively, vertex) is randomly declared to be
open with probability p and closed otherwise, independently, where 06p6 1. In the
site percolation model let Gp denote the subgraph of G induced by the open vertices,
while in the bond percolation model let Gp denote the subgraph consisting of all open
edges and their endvertices. In both models, we de/ne the critical probability pc as
the real number such that
p¿pc ⇒ P[Gp contains an in/nite component]¿ 0 (1)
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and
p¡pc ⇒ P[Gp contains an in/nite component] = 0: (2)
We denote the critical probabilities of site percolation and bond percolation on G by
pc(G site) and pc(G bond), respectively. Percolation models play an important role
in the physics literature, with the critical probability often being interpreted as a phase
transition point. The exact critical probability is known for only in/nite trees and a
few two-dimensional graphs, and it is not well understood which graph features are
most related to the critical probability value. Grimmett [2] provides a comprehensive
mathematical development of percolation theory, while StauFer and Aharony [6] dis-
cuss developments in physics and Sahimi [5] describes engineering applications of
percolation theory.
2. Examples
Due to the importance of critical probabilities in the physical sciences and engi-
neering, much research has focused on /nding estimates and approximate values; see
e.g. [4,7] and references therein. The following values are known or estimated for the
triangular lattice, the diamond lattice, and the KagomIe lattice, which is the line graph
(called the covering graph in the physics literature) of the hexagonal lattice.
pc(Triangular site) = 0:5; (3)
pc(Triangular bond) = 2 sin(
=18) ≈ 0:3473; (4)
pc(Diamond site) ≈ 0:4299; (5)
pc(Diamond bond) ≈ 0:3886; (6)
pc(Kagom Ie site) = pc(Hexagonal bond) = 1− 2 sin(
=18) ≈ 0:6527; (7)
0:5182¡pc(Kagom Ie bond)¡ 0:5335: (8)
The results for the triangular and diamond lattices are tabulated in StauFer and Aharony
[6, p. 17] and Sahimi [5, p. 11]. Eq. (3) is a special case of the result that the criti-
cal probability of site percolation on any periodic fully triangulated graph is exactly 12 ,
which was derived heuristically by Sykes and Essam [8] and proved by Kesten [3]. Eq.
(4) was also derived by Sykes and Essam [8], and was proved by Wierman [9]. Esti-
mates (5) and (6) were obtained by Monte Carlo simulation [5, p. 11]. Eq. (7) follows
from the bond-to-site transformation applied to the exact value of pc(Hexagonal bond)
given in Wierman [9]. Finally, the bounds (8) are due to Wierman [10]; the improved
bounds 0:5209¡pc(Kagom Ie bond)¡ 0:5291 have been established in a manuscript in
preparation.
Examination of the critical probability estimates in the literature shows that almost
always the site and bond critical probabilities of two graphs are in the same order, i.e.
if pc(G site)¿pc(H site) then pc(G bond)¿pc(H bond): The one known exception
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Fig. 1. The graph G(k) is constructed by inserting k paths of length two between each pair of vertices in
G. An example illustrating G(3) is shown at the left. Additional edges may be inserted to obtain the graph
shown at the right.
is for the triangular and diamond lattices, as can be seen from the /gures above. This
raises the question of whether there are many more such examples, and also (since the
triangular and diamond lattices are two- and three-dimensional, respectively) whether
there exist such examples involving graphs that are periodic in the same dimension.
This note answers both questions in the aJrmative.
3. Construction
The following construction allows us to lower the bond percolation critical proba-
bility of a graph without changing its site percolation critical probability.
Given any in/nite graph G and an integer k¿ 1, construct a graph G(k) from it as
follows: for each edge e = xy of G, add k new vertices of degree 2 that are adjacent
to just x and y, forming k new paths of length 2 connecting x and y. (See the left
example of Fig. 1. To create other more richly connected graphs, additional edges may
be added as in the right example in Fig. 1. These additional edges will not be used in
the reasoning below, but since the resulting graph contains G(k), its critical probability
is no greater.)
De/ne f(p; k) = 1− (1− p)(1− p2)k . For /xed k, as p increases from 0 to 1, so
does f(p; k); and for /xed p, f(p; k) → 1 as k → ∞: Let p(0) = pc(G bond), and
let p(k) be the unique probability p satisfying the equation f(p; k)=p(0): Then p(k)
decreases as k increases, and p(k)→ 0 as k →∞:
Theorem 1. pc(G(k) site) = pc(G site) and
pc(G(k) bond) = p(k)¡p(0) = pc(G bond): (9)
Proof. First, consider the site percolation model. If two vertices of G are connected by
an open path in G(k), then both are open, and they are in the same open component
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in the original graph G. Hence, an in/nite open component exists in G(k) if and only
if an in/nite open component exists G. Thus, pc(G(k) site) = pc(G site):
Now consider the bond percolation model. The probability that two adjacent vertices
x; y of G are connected by an open path in G(k) that is either the edge xy or one of
the k new paths of length two between x and y, is the probability that at least one
of these paths is open, which is f(p; k). Thus, the bond percolation model on G(k)
is equivalent to the bond percolation model on G with probability f(p; k) that each
edge is open. Thus the critical probability for G(k) is the probability p for which
f(p; k) = pc(G bond), which is p(k). This completes the proof of the Theorem.
Remark 1. It follows from Theorem 1 that if G and H are any two graphs such that
pc(G site)¿pc(H site), and k is suJciently large, then G(k) and H will be a pair
of graphs such that pc(G(k) site)¿pc(H site) and pc(G(k) bond)¡pc(H bond).
To construct an explicit example, choose G to be the KagomIe lattice and H to be
the triangular lattice. Calculate that if p = 0:3 then 1 − (1 − p)(1 − p2)5≈0:5632¿
pc(Kagom Ie bond), and so if k¿ 5 then pc(G(k) bond)¡ 0:3¡pc(Triangular site)=
0:5:
Remark 2. Similar examples exist in any dimension d¿ 2. In such dimensions, the
existence of two graphs with diFerent site percolation critical probabilities is guaranteed
by results of Aizenman and Grimmett [1], so the construction above will produce
examples of graphs with oppositely ordered critical probabilities.
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